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RUSTIC SERIES
Our Rustic doors are produced to provide a classic charm
while bringing a contemporary appeal to any home. Each
door in the Rustic Series contains deep graining and
distinct plank detail that resembles true distressed wood
without any flaw. We offer the widest selection of styles
and sizes made with architecturally correct stile and rail
proportions.

RUSTIC / MAHOGANY SERIES

MAHOGANY SERIES
The Mahogany series brings a beautiful hardwood tone
that conveys the strong spirit of Mahogany with all of the
strength and integrity found in fiberglass. Each door is
meticculously manufactured utilizing Plastpro’s
Hydroshield Technology™ to guarantee the highest
quality.



WOODGRAIN / SMOOTH SKIN SERIES

WOODGRAIN SERIES
Our Woodgrain doors have a rich oak grain pattern that
resembles the look, feel and texture of a real wood without
any of the performance drawbacks associated with wood.
Maintain the original look and feel of your home, but with
all of the benefits of fiberglass. Made with our exclusive
Hydroshield Technology™ our doors will never rot, warp,
or creak like wood.

SMOOTH SKIN SERIES
Smooth Skin doors are a long lasting alternative to steel
doors that provide all the benefits of fiberglass. Made with 
our exclusive Hydroshield Technology™ our Smooth Skin
doors will never dent, rust, or delaminate like steel. Made
with a pre-pigmented white skin, our doors resist the
appearance of scratches.



FIR GRAIN SERIES
The craftsmanship and classic styling of Plastpro Fir
Grain series features  the fine vertical graining
characteristic of the Douglas fir which emphasizes the
architecturally correct proportions of Plastpro fiberglass
entry doors.

TRUE WHITE OAK SERIES
The True White Oak series combines the best features of
Plastpro Smooth Skin series and Oak grain doors-a
traditional oak grain pattern and pre-pigmented white 
skin that resists scratches and yellowing for years to
come. True White Oak combines the elegance of oak
graining with a UV-protected white skin for stylish
versatility not found anywhere else in the market.

FIR GRAIN / TRUE WHITE OAK SERIES



ONELITE SERIES
Our Flush Glazed Onelite doors create the leanest profiles
possible. Onelite doors allow for an abundance of natural
day light and generous views, while maintaining
maximum energy efficiency. Doors feature a removable
stop that allows the glass to be easily replaced at any
time, and are available with a clear double-insulated
tempered glass, LoE2, GBG, or Miniblinds.

ONELITE SERIES

BACKED BY WARRANTY
We are proud to offer some of the best warranties in the industry. Plastpro Rustic, Mahogany, Woodgrain, Fir Grain doors, and PF
Frames carry a Limited Lifetime Warranty; Smooth Skin and True White Oak doors, Onelite Flush Glazed doors carry a 25-Year Limited
Warranty. Plastpro Doorlites carry a 10-year Limited Warranty. Pre-finished doors carry a 2-Year warranty on factory stained Finish.



FIRE RATED, WATERPROOF & ADA DOOR

FIRE RATED & WATERPROOF

ADA COMPLIANT SMOOTH SKIN
FLUSH GLAZED DOOR
Being the first in the market, Plastpro’s pioneering 
ADA compliant door with exclusive features presents 
a safe and reliable product to the market.

The easily machined ADA entry door is strengthened 
with the internal blockings that eliminates the concern 
of any hardware being screwed in to the foam. 
For improved security, the lock rail from top to bottom 
on both sides of the door is heavily reinforced. 

• Exclusive 6.5” Top Rail that accommodates regular 
and parallel arm closer 

• 5.5” reinforced stiles that are for panic bar hardware 
and exit rim devices

• Standard 10.5”bottom rail that complies with ADA code.

Approved by Warnock Hersey, Plastpro 20 min fire rated
and waterproof entry door is for excellent for single,
multi-family and commercial applications while qualifying
homeowners for Tax Credit.

• Fiberglass Reinforced Skin

• Fire Retardant Foam

• Wide Range Of Styles & Sizes

COMPOSITE FIRE RATED PF™ FRAMES
PF™ Frame by Plastpro is an innovative and attractive
alternative to traditional wood jambs. After extensive
research, Plastpro has formulated a closed structure
Poly-fiber doorframe that combines the strength and
convenience of wood while preventing damages caused
by moist and humidity. 

• Closed Cellular Structure: Ensures door frames &
moldings not to absorb moisture and prevent warping
and splitting.

• Rigid Poly-fiber Formulation: Eliminates the need for
aluminum support channel

• Twice the Screw Holding Power than traditional wood
door frames

• Easily Machined Just Like Wood Frames

• Available in various lengths



DOORLITES

BTHP™ SNAP-ON DOORLITE FRAMES
Our exclusive BTHP™� Snap-on Frames employ a series of specially designed clips that lock decorative glass firmly in place. Our
BTHP™� Frames have no unsightly plugs or screws, and create a cleaner, more natural appearance in any entryway. Able to withstand
temperatures over 200 degrees Fahrenheit, this frame is perfect for use in any door. 

CAMING
Our exclusive glass designs are offered with different caming options to match a variety of hardware finishes.

PATINA BRASS BRIGHT ZINC

WROUGHT IRON DOORLITE FRAMES
This maintenance-free Wrought Iron doorlite frame resists rust and corrosion while working to keep cold out in the winter and heat out
in the summer. Specially engineered to complement the range of cutouts in the Rustic Series, each frame is beautifully hand made and
has a durable powder coat finish. May also be used in select Smooth Skin, Woodgrain, and True White Oak doors.

DOORLITES
Plastpro’s original doorlites are accented with a variety of
decorative glass components and caming options. Our
beautiful doorlites are fused between two panes of glass
for added energy efficiency and strength, and come in a
wide selection of styles and sizes to suit even the most
discriminating tastes. 



Plastpro patented Hydroshield Technology features
fiberglass reinforced door skins, full-length composite stiles,
top and bottom rails to prevent water infiltration on all six
sides.

EXCLUSIVE HYDROSHIELD TECHNOLOGY 

Full length composite top and bottom rails: Additional non-
porous protection keeps water from seeping into the door
and helps prevent the build up of mold or mildew.

Fiberglass reinforced Skin: Fiberglass is unmarred by the
wear and tear of everyday use and is unaffected by moisture
and humidity.  Our doors will not rot, splinter or warp like
wood, and won’t dent or delaminate like steel.

Full Length composite stiles: All Plastpro fiberglass entry
doors feature fully composite stiles to prevent water
infiltration into the door’s insulation and ensures our door
will never warp, rot, or rust. 

PF™ FRAMES
Closed cellular structure ensures doorframe & molding will
not absorb or wick moisture, and prevents warping, rotting,
and splitting
• Rigid poly-fiber formulation eliminates the need for an
aluminum support channel
• Twice the screw-holding power of traditional wood
doorframes
• Easily machined just like wood frames
• Available in various lengths
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DESIGNS & CONFIGURATIONS           
Entry doors are the first impression to any home. With configurations to suit countless styles and preferences, Plastpro ensures to
deliver every home the curb appeal it deserves.

INNOVATION BEYOND IMAGINATION   
While innovation is the drive force and passion behind Plastpro products, maintaining superior quality is its goal. Significant testing and
measurements are conducted to ensure advanced durability and performance to every entry door. Plastpro continues to innovate
products that resist hurricane, impact and withstand weather related failures.

The endless design configuration and
structural performance of Plastpro
fiberglass doors are ideal for elegant
commercial and residential building
projects. Innovative entry doors by Plastpro
are developed to meet and exceed
sustainability and environmental safety
requirements. 


